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Abstract: 

Automatic face recognition is now widely used in applications ranging from de duplication of identity to authentication of mobile 

payment. This popularity of face recognition has raised concerns about face spoof attacks (also known as biometric sensor 

presentation attacks), where a photo or video of an authorized person‟s face could be used to gain access to facilities or services. 

While a number of face spoof detection techniques have been proposed, their generalization ability has not been adequately 

addressed. We propose an efficient and rather robust face spoof detection algorithm based on image distortion analysis (IDA). 

Four different features (specular reflection, blurriness, chromatic moment, and color diversity) are extracted to form the IDA  

feature vector. An ensemble classifier, consisting of multiple SVM classifiers trained for different face spoof attacks is used to 

distinguish between genuine (live) and spoof faces. The proposed approach is extended to multiframe face spoof detection in 

videos using a voting-based scheme. We also collect a face spoof database, MSU mobile face spoofing database (MSU MFSD). 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

As face recognition applications progress from constrained 

imaging and cooperative subjects (e.g., identity card 

reduplication) to unconstrained imaging scenarios with 

uncooperative subjects (e.g., watch list monitoring), a lack of 

guidance exists with respect to optimal approaches for 

integrating face recognition algorithms into large-scale 

applications of interest. In this work we explore the problem of 

identifying a person of interest given a variety of information 

source about the person (face image, surveillance video, face 

sketch, 3D face model and demographic information) in both 

closed set and open set identification modes. Spoofing attacks 

upon face recognition systems involve presenting artificial 

facial replicas of authorized users to falsely infer their presence 

in order to bypass the biometric security measures. Such 

attacks can be carried out easily by means of printed 

photographs or digital images displayed on tablet, smart 

phones, etc. In order to distinguish real face features from fake 

faces, face liveness detection is a commonly used 

countermeasure approach. Automatic face recognition has 

attracted increasing attention in various access control 

applications, especially for mobile phone unlocking. With the 

release of face unlocking functionality in the Android mobile 

operating system, face recognition becomes another biometric 

authentication technique for mobile phones, similar to finger 

print authentication (Touch ID) in the iOS system. Unlike 

fingerprint authentication, face recognition does not require 

any additional sensor since all smart phones come equipped 

with a front facing camera. However, similar to other 

biometric modalities [1], [2], we need to address concerns 

about face spoof attacks on face recognition systems, 

particularly in unconstrained sensing and uncooperative 

subject scenarios [3]. It is relatively easier to acquire a 

person‟s face image or video (e.g., with a digital camera or 

from social media) than it is to acquire other biometric traits 

such as fingerprint, palm print, and iris. Further, the cost of 

launching a face spoof attack, such as a printed photo, 

displayed photo, or replayed video is relatively low (see Fig. 

1). State of the art Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) face 

recognition systems are not well designed to differentiate spoof 

faces from genuine live faces. Identification performance of a 

COTS face recognition system (COTS11) when spoof faces as 

probe are matched to genuine faces in the gallery. In this 

experiment, more than 70% of probe videos (spoof faces) were 

successfully matched to the gallery mates by COTS1 at rank-1, 

indicating that COTS1 cannot effectively distinguish between 

genuine and spoof faces.  

 
Figure.1. A genuine face image (a) of a subject in the Idiap 

databases [4], [5]and three examples of spoofs of the same 

subject using a (b) printed photo,(c) displayed photo (on a 

tablet screen). 

The fragility of face recognition systems to face spoof attacks 

has motivated a number of studies on face spoof detection [4], 

[7]–[12]. However, published studies are limited in their scope 

because the training and testing images (videos) used were 

captured under the same imaging conditions. It is essential to 

develop robust and efficient face spoof detection (or anti-

spoofing) algorithms that generalize well to new imaging 

conditions and environments. 

 

II. FACE SPOOFING    

 

Biometrics alludes to technologies that measure and analyze 

human body characteristics. Biometrics traits will be 
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categorized into 2 categories, specifically physical 

characteristics, for instance, fingerprints, faces or iris patterns 

and activity characteristics, for instance, voice, signature or 

strolling patterns (step). Be that because it might, a standout 

amongst the foremost predominant challenges in varied 

biometric recognition systems is that the chance of fraud, that 

is fairly referred to as spoofing attack. Some purloined stolen 

data will be effectively exploited and mimicked by impostors 

to realize unauthorized access to the biometric system, while 

not the consent of the real user. Examine endeavors on 

identification of spoofing attack are created mistreatment 

totally different views [9]. The progressive spoofing 

identification technique for facial statistics in lightweight of 

physiological property detection is bestowed during a portion 

of the work. Generally, false faces will be   categorized into 2 

classes: positive and negative. The positive category, otherwise 

referred to as the real face, has restricted variation, although 

the negative category incorporates the spoof faces on pictures, 

dummy or recorded videos. 

 

III. LITERATURE REVIEW & RELATED WORK 

 

To our knowledge, one of the earliest studies on face spoof 

detection was reported in 2004 by Li et al. [13]. With the 

growing popularity of using face recognition for access 

control, this topic has attracted significant attention over the 

past five years [4], [7]–[12]. One of the major focus of the FP7 

EU funded project, TABULA RASA [14], is “trusted 

biometrics under spoofing attacks”. Here, we provide a brief 

summary of face spoof detection algorithms published in the 

literature along with their strengths and limitations in terms of 

(i) robustness and generalization ability, and (ii) real-time 

response and usability. According to different types of cues 

used in face spoof detection, published methods can be 

categorized into four groups: (i) motion based methods, (iii) 

texture based methods, (iii) method based on image quality 

analysis, and (iv) methods based on other cues.  

 

(i) Motion Based Methods:  

These methods, designed primarily to counter printed photo 

attacks, capture a very important cue for vitality: the 

subconscious motion of organs and muscles in a live face, such 

as eye blink [10], mouth movement [15] and head rotation 

[11]. Given that motion is a relative feature across video 

frames, these methods are expected to have better 

generalization ability than the texture based methods that will 

be discussed below. However, the limitations of motion based 

methods are apparent. The frequency of facial motion is 

restricted by the human physiological rhythm, which ranges 

from 0.2 to 0.5 Hz [12]. Therefore, it takes a relatively long 

time (usually >3s) to accumulate stable vitality features for 

face spoof detection. Additionally, motion based methods can 

be easily circumvented or confused by other motions, e.g., 

background motion, that are irrelevant to facial liveness or 

replayed motion in the video attacks. 

 

(ii) Texture Based Methods:  

To counter the printed photo and replayed video attacks, 

texture based methods were proposed to extract image artifacts 

in spoof face images. In [18], the authors argued that texture 

features (like LBP, DoG, or HOG) are capable of 

differentiating artifacts in spoof faces from the genuine faces. 

Texture based methods have achieved significant success on 

the Idiap and CASIA databases. The Half Total Error Rate 

(HTER)5 on the Idiap database was reduced from 13.87% in 

[4] and 7.60% in [16] to 6.62% in [12] by incorporating texture 

cues. Unlike motion based methods, texture based methods 

need only a single image to detect a spoof. However, the 

generalization ability of many texture based methods has been 

found to be poor. A study reported in [17] showed that for two 

of the texture based methods (proposed in [4] and [16]), the 

HTER increased dramatically under the cross-database 

scenarios (where the training and testing sets came from 

different face spoof databases). Due to the intrinsic data-driven 

nature of texture based methods, they can be easily over-fitted 

to one particular illumination and imagery condition and hence 

do not generalize well to databases collected under different 

conditions. 

 

Table. 1. A Comparison of Different Face Spoof Detection 

Methods 

 
 

(iii) Image Quality Analysis Based Methods:  

A recent work [22] proposed a biometric liveness detection 

method for iris, fingerprint and face images using 25 image 

quality measures, including 21 full-reference measures and 4 

non-reference measures. Compared to [22], our work is 

different in the following aspects: (1) While 25 features are 

required in [22] to get good results, no face-specific 

information has been considered in designing informative 

features for face spoof detection. On the contrary, four features 

are designed specifically for face feature representation in our 

method, and we demonstrate the effectiveness of these features 

for spoof face detection. (2) While the authors of [22] 

evaluated their method on only the Idiap-Replay database, we 

have used both the Idiap and CASIA databases, which are two 

important public-domain databases. (3) While the work in [22] 

aims at designing a generic liveness detection method across 

different biometric modalities, the training and testing of each 

modality were still performed under intra-database scenarios 

(same database for training and testing, even though cross-

validation is used). By contrast, the proposed approach aims to 

improve the generalization ability under cross-database 

scenarios, which has seldom been explored in the biometrics 

community. 

(iv) Methods Based on Other Cues:  

Face spoof countermeasures using cues derived from sources 

other than 2D intensity image, such as 3D depth [19], IR image 

[6], spoofing context [20], and voice [21] have also been 

proposed. However, these methods impose extra requirements 

on the user or the face recognition system, and hence have a 

narrower application range. For example, an IR sensor was 

required in [6], a microphone and speech analyzer was 

required in [21], and multiple face images taken from different 

viewpoints were required in [19]. Additionally, the spoofing 

context method proposed in [20] can be circumvented by 

concealing the spoofing medium. Table I compares these four 
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types of spoof detection methods. These four types of methods 

can also be combined to utilize multiple cues for face spoof 

detection. For example, in [12], the authors showed that 

appropriately magnified motion cue [23] improves the 

performance of texture based approaches (HTER = 6.62% on 

the Idiap database with motion magnification compared to 

HTER = 11.75% without motion magnification, both using 

LBP features). The authors also showed that combining the 

Histogram of Oriented Optical Flow (HOOF) feature with 

motion magnification achieved the best performance on the 

Idiap database (HTER = 1.25%). However, motion 

magnification, limited by human physiological rhythm, cannot 

reach the reported performance [12] without accumulating a 

large number of video frames (>200 frames), making these 

methods unsuitable for real-time response. Though a number 

of face spoof detection methods have been reported, to our 

knowledge, none of them generalizes well to cross-database 

scenarios [17]. In particular, there is a lack of investigation on 

how face spoof detection methods perform in cross-database 

scenarios.  The fundamental differences between intra-database 

and cross-database scenarios are as follows:  

i) In an intra-database scenario, it is assumed that the 

spoof media (e.g., photo and screen display), camera, 

environmental factors, and even the subjects are known to a 

face liveness detection system. This assumption does not hold 

in most of the real scenarios. The intra-database performance 

of a face liveness detection system is only the upper bound in 

terms of performance that cannot be expected in real 

applications.  

ii) In cross-database scenario, we permit differences of 

spoof media, cameras, environments, and subjects during the 

system development stage and the system deployment stage. 

Hence this cross-database performance better reflects the 

actual performance of a system that can be expected in real 

applications.  

iii) Existing methods, particularly methods using 

texture features, commonly used features (e.g., LBP) that are 

capable of capturing facial details and differentiating one 

subject from the other (for the purpose of face recognition). As 

a result, when the same features are used to differentiate a 

genuine face from a spoof face, they either contain some 

redundant information for liveness detection or information 

that is too person specific. These two factors limit the 

generalization ability of existing methods. To solve this 

problem, we have proposed a feature set based on Image 

Distortion Analysis (IDA) with real-time response (extracted 

from a single image with efficient computation) and better 

generalization performance in the cross-database scenario. 

Compared to the existing methods, the proposed method does 

not try to extract features that capture the facial details, but try 

to capture the face image quality differences due to the 

different reflection properties of different materials, e.g., facial 

skin, paper, and screen. As a result, experimental results show 

that the proposed method has better generalization ability. 

 

1) Features Derived From Image Distortion Analysis 

The classifier outputs are fused to give the final binary 

decision (ensemble classification): genuine or spoof face. 

A. Specular Reflection Features 

Specular reflection component image has been widely used 

for specular reflection removal [27] and face illumination 

normalization [28]. In this paper, we separate the specular 

reflection component Is from an input face image or video 

frame utilizing an iterative method (with 6 iterations) proposed 

in [29], which assumes that the illumination is i) from a single 

source, ii) of uniform color, and iii) not over-saturated. Given 

that most of the face images (in the Idiap, CASIA, and MSU 

databases) are captured indoors under relatively controlled 

illumination, these three assumptions are reasonable. Figures 2 

(a, b) illustrate the difference between the specular reflection 

components extracted from a genuine face and the 

corresponding spoof face. After calculating the specular 

reflection component image Is, we represent the specularity 

intensity distribution with three dimensional features: i) 

specular pixel percentage r, ii) mean intensity of specular 

pixels μ, and iii) variance of specular pixel intensities σ. 

However, as argued in [32], the method in [29] extracts 

specular components based on chromatic difference analysis, 

which often incorrectly classifies the mono-chromatic regions 

as specular components. To correct such errors, we exclude the 

high-intensity mono-chromatic pixels in Isfrom specular 

components (as in [32]). Specifically, only pixels in the 

intensity range (1.5μ, 4μ) are counted as specular pixels. 

Figures 2 (a-d) show the three dimensional specular reflection 

features calculated for a genuine and a spoof face of a subject 

in the MSU database. Figures 2 (e-g) visualize the 3D 

distributions of the specular reflection features of genuine and 

spoof faces in the Idiap training, Idiap testing and MSU testing 

datasets. These distributions suggest that using the specular 

reflection feature, a classifier trained on the Idiap training set 

can achieve good performance on both the Idiap and MSU 

testing sets. 

 

 
Figure.2. Illustration of specular reflection features. (a) A 

genuine face image and the detected specular reflection 

component; (b) A spoof face (replayed video) and the 

detected specular reflection component;(c-d) histograms 

and specific feature values of the specular reflection 

components in (a) and (b), respectively; (e-g) distributions 

of the three specula reflection features (blue: genuine 

samples, red: spoof samples) in the Idiap training, Idiap 

testing, and MSU testing sets, respectively. 

 

B. Blurriness Features 

For short distance spoof attacks, spoof faces are often 

defocused in mobile phone cameras. The reason is that the 

spoofing medium (printed paper, tablet screen, and mobile 

phone screen) usually have limited size, and the attackers have 

to place them close to the camera in order to conceal the 

boundaries of the attack medium. As a result, spoof faces tend 

to be defocused, and the image blur due to defocus can be used 

as another cue for anti-spoofing. We utilize two types of 

blurriness features (denoted as b1 and b2) that were proposed 

in [33] and [34], respectively. In [33], blurriness is measured 

based on the difference between the original input image and 

its blurred version. The larger the difference, the lower the 

blurriness in the original image. In [34], blurriness is measured 
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based on the average edge width in the input image. Both these 

two methods output non-reference (without a clear image as 

reference) blurriness score between 0 ∼1, but emphasizing 

different measures of blurriness. 

 

C. Chromatic Moment Features 

Recaptured face images tend to show a different color 

distribution compared to colors in the genuine face images. 

This is caused by the imperfect color reproduction property of 

printing and display media. This chromatic degradation was 

explored in [35] for detecting recaptured images, but its 

effectiveness in spoof face detection is unknown. Since the 

absolute color distribution is dependent on illumination and 

camera variations, we propose to devise invariant features to 

detect abnormal chromaticity in spoof faces. That is, we first 

convert the normalized facial image from the RGB space into 

the HSV (Hue, Saturation, and Value) space and then compute 

the mean, deviation, and skewness of each channel as a 

chromatic feature. Since these three features are equivalent to 

the three statistical moments in each channel, they are also 

referred to as chromatic moment features. Besides these three 

features, the percentages of pixels in the minimal and maximal 

histogram bins of each channel are used as two additional 

features. So the dimensionality of the chromatic moment 

feature vector is 5 × 3 = 15. Figure 3 illustrates the presence of 

color distortion in a spoof face. 

 

 
Figure.3. Examples of chromatic difference between a 

genuine face and a spoof face. (A) and (c): The genuine face 

and spoof face images; (b) and (d): Hue, Saturation, and 

Value component images (top row) and their histograms 

(bottom row). The abnormality of the histogram for the 

spoof face can be measured by the three chromatic 

moments. 

 

D. Color Diversity Features 

Another important difference between genuine and spoof faces 

is the color diversity. In particular, genuine faces tend to have 

richer colors. This diversity tends to fade out in spoof faces 

due to the color reproduction loss during image/video 

recapture. In this paper, we follow the method used in [35] to 

measure the image color diversity. First, color quantization 

(with 32 steps in the red, green and blue channels, 

respectively) is performed on the normalized face image. Two 

measurements are then pooled from the color distribution: i) 

the histogram bin counts of the top 100 most frequently 

appearing colors, and ii) the number of distinct colors 

appearing in the normalized face image. The dimensionality of 

the color diversity feature vector is 101. The above four types 

of feature (specular reflection, blurriness, chromatic moment, 

and color diversity) are finally concatenated together, resulting 

in an IDA feature vector with 121 dimensions. Although the 

IDA feature vector is extracted from the facial region, it 

contains only image distortion information, and not any 

characterization of facial appearance. Therefore, we expect that 

the IDA feature can alleviate the problem of training bias 

encountered in the commonly used texture features. 

 

2)        Classification Method 

A. Ensemble Classifier 

Given that our aim is to design an efficient face spoof 

detection system with good generalization ability and quick 

response, it is desirable to have an efficient classifier for the 

extracted IDA features. Following the success of SVM [36] in 

signal processing [37], pattern recognition and classification 

applications [38], [39], we choose to use SVM via the Lib 

SVM Library [40]. There are also a number of variations of 

SVM for handling large-scale classification problems, such as 

LIBLINEAR [41] and ALM-SVM [42]; however, most of the 

public-domain face spoof databases (including the databases 

used in our experiments) are of limited size in terms of the 

number of still images, video tracks, and subjects. A SVM 

classifier with RBF kernel is trained for each group of training 

data, with parameters optimized by cross-validation. On the 

other hand, it is understood that different spoof attacks will 

have different sample distributions in the IDA feature space. 

For example, while the printed attack samples tend to have 

lower contrast than the genuine samples, the replay attack 

samples tend to have higher contrast. Different types of attacks 

might also have different chromatic distortion characteristics. 

Therefore, instead of training a single binary classifier, an 

ensemble classifier is more appropriate to cover various spoof 

attacks. For a specific spoof database, we construct separate 

groups of training samples as follows: First, the spoof samples 

are divided into K groups according to the attack type. Second, 

a specific training set is constructed by combining all genuine 

samples and a single group of spoof samples, resulting in K 

training sets. In our experiments, we find that by training two 

constituent classifiers (K = 2) on two groups of spoof attacks 

separately, i.e., printed attack and replay attack, the ensemble 

classifier performs better than training a single classifier on the 

whole database. 

 

B. Multi-Frame Fusion 

Given the face spoof detection classifier working on a single 

image, a multi-frame fusion scheme is proposed to achieve a 

more stable face spoof detection performance for a video. The 

classification results from individual frames are combined by a 

voting scheme to obtain the spoof detection score for a video. 

A face video is determined to be genuine if over 50% of its 

frames are classified as genuine face images. Since some 

published methods report per video face spoof detection 

performance using N frames, the multi-frame fusion extension 

allows us to compare the proposed method‟s performance with 

state-of-the-art given the same length of testing videos. 

 

3. Face Spoof Databases 

A. Public Domain Face Spoof Databases 

To evaluate the effectiveness of spoof detection algorithms, 

many published papers designed and tested their algorithms on 

proprietary spoof databases [6], [10], [11], [19]. However, only 

a few authors have made their face spoof databases publicly 

available [4], [7]–[9], [44], [45]. In this section, we provide a 

brief summary of three public-domain face spoof databases: 

NUAA Photograph Imposter database [8], Idiap REPLAY-
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ATTACK database [4] and CASIA Face Anti-Spoofing 

Database [9]. There are a couple of other public-domain 

databases for face spoof detection. For example, the VidTIMIT 

Audio-Video database (43 subjects) [44] and the DaFEx 

database (8 subjects) [45] have also been used for the purpose 

of face spoof detection, but their limited size and spoofing 

diversity makes them less attractive for use in experimental 

evaluations. The NUAA Photograph Imposter database [8], 

released in 2010, is one of the earliest public-domain spoof 

databases. It consists of 12,614 images (extracted from 143 

videos) of genuine and attack attempts of only 15 subjects. 

Additionally, only hand-held printed photo attack is included 

in the NUAA database. The Idiap REPLAY-ATTACK 

database [4], released in 2012, consists of 1,300 video 

recordings of both real access and attack attempts of 50 

different subjects.8 In the same acquisition condition 

(controlled and adverse illumination), the face spoof attacks 

were generated by forging live verification attempts of the 

same subjects via printed photos, displayed photos/videos on 

mobile phone‟s screen, and displayed photos/videos on HD 

screen. The CASIA Face Anti-Spoofing Database (FASD) [9], 

released in 2012, consists of 600 video recordings of genuine 

and attack attempts of 50 different identities. Although the size 

of the CASIA database is somewhat smaller than the Idiap 

database, it contains more diverse samples in terms of the 

acquisition devices (high resolution Sony NEX-5 camera and 

low-quality USB camera),face variations (pose and expression 

variations), and attack attempts (warp photo, cut photo, and 

HD displayed video). 

 

Table.2.  A Summary of Three Spoof Face Databases in 

Public-Domain and the MSU MFSD Database 

 
Table II provides a summary of the above three databases in 

terms of sample size, acquisition device, attack type, and age, 

gender and race distributions of subjects. A major drawback of 

these three spoof databases is that they were all captured by 

web cameras or high quality digital cameras. There is no 

public-domain face spoof database using mobile phone 

cameras as capturing devices. The mobile phone front facing 

cameras pose the following additional challenges for face 

spoof detection: i) They usually have lower resolution, narrow 

dynamic range, and in accurate metering and auto-focus 

capabilities. As a result, videos or images captured by these 

cameras typically have low quality due to defocus, under or 

over exposure. Since these image quality degradations appear 

in both genuine and spoof face images, they will diminish the 

differences between genuine and spoof face images in terms of 

facial detail and image distortion. ii) The purpose of building a 

mobile phone face spoof database is not simply to make the 

face spoof detection task more difficult, but to better replicate a 

realistic scenario. Another noticeable property of these 

databases is the standoff distance used in launching the spoof 

attacks. In the Idiap database, the attacker presented the spoof 

medium fairly close to the camera (short distance spoofing 

attack), resulting in a relatively large facial area in the spoof 

video. In the CASIA database, the spoof attacks were 

generated with a larger standoff [46] (long distance spoofing 

attack), resulting in a smaller facial area and lower contrast in 

the spoof attacks. 

 
Figure. 4. Typical face samples from the Idiap (first row), 

CASIA H subset (second row) and MSU (third row) 

spoofing databases. (a) Genuine face images; (b) Spoof 

faces generated for printed photo attack; (c) Spoof faces 

generated by HD tablet screen; (d) Spoof faces generated 

by mobile phone screen (first and third row) or cut photo 

(second row). 

Figure 04 shows the short distance spoofing attacks and gives 

MSU Mobile Face Spoofing Database (MSU MFSD) to 

facilitate spoof detection research on mobile phone 

applications. 

 

B. MSU MFSD Database 

 

The MSU MFSD database consists of 440 video clips of photo 

and video attack attempts of 55 subjects. Two types of cameras 

were used in collecting this database:  

1) Built-in camera in laptop   

2) Front-facing camera in the mobile phone. Both these 

devices are the state of the art models.  

1) Genuine Face: The (true) subject presents his face 

close to the camera, and a genuine face video is recorded using 

both the Android and laptop cameras. The average standoff 

distance between the face and the camera is ∼50cm. 

 

2) Spoof Attack Video Replay: The video of the 

subject‟s Face is rest recorded using a camera. The camera also 

is used to capture a HD video (1920×1088), which is replayed 

on screen to generate the HD video replay attack. The mobile 

is used to capture another HD video (1920×1080) that is 

replayed on mobile screen to generate the mobile video replay 
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attack. The average standoff for the HDvideo replay attack is 

∼20cm. The average standoff for the mobile video replay 

attack is ∼10cm. In table 03 various techniques of spoof 

detection has been reviewed in terms of description and 

outcome. 

 

Table. 3. Table of Comparison [47] 

 
 

IV. PROBLEMANALYSIS  

 

Traditional face matching methods take single media (i.e., a 

still face image, video track, or face sketch) as input, our work 

considers using the entire gamut of media collection as a probe 

to generate a single candidate list for the person of interest. 

Automatic face recognition is now widely used in applications 

ranging from deduplication of identity to authentication of 

mobile payment. This popularity of face recognition has raised 

concerns about face spoof attacks (also known as biometric 

sensor presentation attacks), where a photo or video of an 

authorized person‟s face could be used to gain access to 

facilities or services. While a number of face spoof detection 

techniques have been proposed, their generalization ability has 

not been adequately addressed.  

 

V. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

In this work proposed approach boosts the likelihood of 

correctly identifying the person of interest through the use of 

different schemes video frame selection. An efficient and 

rather robust face spoof detection algorithm proposed in this 

work is based on image distortion analysis (IDA). Four 

different features (specular reflection, blurriness, chromatic 

moment, and color diversity) are extracted to form the IDA 

feature vector. In this work also collect a face spoof database, 

MSU mobile face spoofing database (MSU MFSD), with spoof 

attacks for replayed video i. e. mobile. Our propose results also 

highlight the difficulty in separating genuine and spoof faces, 

especially in cross-database and cross-device scenarios. The 

proposed method has the ability to perform consistently at 

different biometric traits (multi biometric). The proposed 

methods provide a high level of protection from different types 

of attacks (multi attack). The error rates are very low when 

compared to other anti-spoofing attacks; Due to the multi 

biometrics and multi attack characteristics, the proposed 

method is fast, user-friendly and effective.   

Flow chart of proposed system: 

i) Check Temp ID Authentication: 

 
ii) Check Authentication: 

 
 

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

In this work collecting a face spoof database, MSU mobile 

face spoofing database (MSU MFSD), with spoof attacks for 

replayed video i. e. mobile. Most of the published methods use 

motion or texture based features, this work proposes to 

perform face spoof detection based on Image Distortion 

Analysis (IDA). Four different features (specular reflection, 

blurriness, chromatic moment, and color diversity) are 

extracted to form the IDA feature vector. This work proposed 

to use of Matlab as front end and back end to approach boosts 

the likelihood of correctly identifying the person of interest 

through the use of different fusion schemes incorporation 

ofquality measures for fusion and video frame selection. 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

 

In this work, it is been concluded that face spoof detection is 

the technique which is been applied to improve security of the 

bio-metric system Anti-spoofing is becoming a vital issue in 

biometric authentication systems. It is highly critical for a 

system to correctly discover and prevent attackers especially 

with the diverse variation of attacks. In this work, a face spoof 

detection method based on Image Distortion Analysis (IDA) is 

proposed. 
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